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FOREWORD

This work was done in the Fire Control Presetting Analysis Branch of the FBM
Geoballistics Division, Strategic Systems Department, Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC).
It is a product of the ongoing effort at NSWC to develop and implement efficient methods
for calculating the effects of anomalous gravity on missile trajectories. The work was
authorized under Strategic Systems Project Office Task Assignment 37430.

This technical report was reviewed and approved by D. L. Owen, J. R. Falin, and C.
W. Duke, Jr., of the FBM Geoballistics Division.

Re ased

R. T. RYLA D, Jr., Head
Strategic Systems Department
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INTRODUCTION

An important source of information concerning the surface harmonic expansion
coefficients of the geopotential is to be found in the set of 50 X 50 global mean gravity
anomalies. These mean anomalies, however, because of their finite number, have an intrinsic
limit on the amount of information they contain; this limit can be conveniently identified

with the maximum degree of the optimal expansion associated with the given set of mean
anomaly values. (A finite expansion will be termed "optimal" if it minimizes the
root-mean-square (RMS) difference between original and recomputed mean anomaly values.)

A recent investigation I concerned with this maximum degree has, using approximate
methods, estimated its value for equal area blocks as being 52; this is very close to the
actual value of 50 for unequal block sizes, but is too large for equal blocks. The method

of determining both the maximum degree and the coefficients themselves is referred to as a
collocation, or pseudospectral method 2 , or as orthogonal collocation; 3 it will be described
presently. (The collocation method described here should not be confused with
"least-squares collocation"; see the report of Moritz4 .) In addition, a practical algorithm for
determining the surface harmonic expansion which exactly reproduces mean anomaly values
will also be given.

Following the development of the exact collocation method will be a discussion
concerning the aforementioned approximate methods. Several approximate methods will be
detailed, and numerical results stemming from their application will be given. The actual set
of mean anohaaly values to which these methods are applied will not be given because

these values (a particular DMAAC set) are classified, and their inclusion would not permit
this report to be approved for public release. The results presented here are independent,
however, of the particular set of mean gravity anomaly values used.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS

The gravity anomaly field on the surface of the earth can, in the spherical
approximation,5 be expanded in a series of surface harmonics. 6 In terms of the geocentric
latitude 'p and longitude X, this expansion has the form

Ag (io,X) = Pn (sin p) [Anm cos m X+Bnm sin m. ()
n=O m =0 nm

The Pnn , are associated Legendre functions; n is the degree and m is the order of the
function (and also of the corresponding term in the expansion). The functions Pnm (sin 0)
cos m A and Pm (sin p) sin m X are called the surface harmonies of degree n and order m.
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The surface harmonics form a complete, orthogonal set of functions on the surface of
a sphere. The orthogonality property allows the coefficients of expansion (1) to be

determined in the following manner

/Annm , , 2, ~ m X4= e 2 + m_, f A g( P,) Pnm (sin ip) sin mX cos ip d~p dXBnm  4 m  '- "m) -2 ?=0

I'm = 0E 
'm = 0  (2)

MEAN GRAVITY ANOMALIES

Mean gravity anomaly values are obtained by averaging, in a suitable manner, the

various point anomaly measurements taken on the terrestrial surface. The averaging is

usually done within small blocks into which the surface of the earth has been partitioned;
these blocks can be designed to all have approximately the same area 1 ,7,8, 9 or they can
be simply demarcated by using a global grid consisting of lines of latitude and longitude.

In this latter case (the one specifically considered here) the spacing of the lines need not

be uniform; initially, however, it will be assumed that the spacing is uniform and is the

same for both lines of latitude and longitude. If this (angular) spacing is denoted by 0,
then the blocks can be called 0 X 0 quadrangles, and the anomalies averaged in them are
0 X 0 mean gravity anomalies.

As a concrete example consider the standard case 0 = 50. The lines of geocentric

latitude are given by

p = (i - 18)ir/36

(i = 0,1, ., 35) (3)

and the lines of geocentric longitude by

,= j ir/36
( = 0,1, - ,71) (4)
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Thus, there are 2592 5 X 50 quadrangles with 2592 corresponding mean anomaly values
*A gj (the quadrangle corresponding to Agij is bounded above by w1+ 1, below by oi, to the

east by X\+ and to the west by X

ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION

In order to understand how the value of " affects the information content of the
associated set of mean anomaly values, it is useful to begin with an example involving
Fourier series. Suppose a continuous process f (0) of period 27r has been sampled at 2N
discrete points 0, where

0. = iur/N
(i = 0,1,'", 2N- 1) (5)

(Here, 0 = ir/N is the sampling interval.) The Fourier series (of maximum degree n) which
represents f (0) is

n

f(0) = 2 (a cosn0+b sinn0) (6)
n=O

Consider now the following collocation equations

f(01) = 2 (an cosn0 i+bn sinnO.)
(i 0,1,'1 , 2N- 1) (7)

Since i has 2N values, (7) is a set of 2N equations which are linear in the coefficients an
and bn. If the last sine coefficient bn is excluded from determination, then there are i- I

bn's and n + I an's, for a total of 2h coefficients. Thus, if i = N, (7) is a set of 2N
linear equations in 2N unknowns and hence can be solved exactly by either matrix
inversion or discrete Fourier methods; it is important to note that the coefficients will, in
general, be aliased 1 0 . [The exclusion of bn is validated by the fact that
sin i 0i 

= sin NO i = 0 for all 0i in (5).1 Since 0 = 7r/N and h = N, the following relation

holds between the maximum degree of expansion (6) and the sampling interval

O5i = 71 (8)

3
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It is easy to carry this result over to double Fourier series: each dimension will have
its own sampling interval, and hence its own maximum degree. In particular, if the number
of sample points per period in each dimension is the same, then the use of (8) once will
yield the maximum degree for both dimensions. This particular result has, of course, been
appropriated from the domain of Fourier series to the domain of surface harmonic
expansions of mean gravity anomaly fields, where (8) is a well known 'rule of thumb'.1' 7

[The interval 0 is equated with the side length of the quadrangle over which the anomalies
are averaged. If (6) is averaged over each interval (O, 0+,), the result is a set of
equations similar to (7); therefore, the above considerations still apply. This will be shown
in more detail presently.]

Thus, for 0 = 50, the relation (8) predicts a maximum degree of ii = 36. This result,
however, is valid for Fourier series only and not for surface harmonic expansions.
Considerations which lead up to a 'rule of thumb' appropriate for surface harmonic
expansions will now be discussed.

SURFACE HARMONIC EXPANSIONS

A finite surface harmonic expansion of the gravity anomaly field is

Agn( P,X) = 1 2 P (sinp)[A cos mX+ Br sin m](9
n=0 m=0 nmnm (9)

In order to consider mean gravity anomalies properly, it is necessary to average Ag;(Sp,X)
over each quadrangle

' j+l i+l

Agij J Ag (,X)cos dpdX (10)
ij j i

Here pi and Xi are given by (3) and (4), respectively, and the quadrangle associated with
Agii has the area

Xj+i -i+i

--, f Jf cos dpdX = (sini+ I - sin 1 )(Xj+I - Xj) (I)

If (9) is now placed into (10), the result is expressible in terms of"weighted" mean
anomalies G.. = oijAgij

4
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n

Gij = 1 Y- D. [AnmCm+BnSJm (12)n=O m=0 nm

Here the definite ...tegrals of the associated Legendre functions and trigonometric functions
are, respectively,

¢i+l

Dim = 5 Pnm(sin O)cos 4lpo (13)

and

h j+ I

Cj  cos m',dX

(14)
?,fj+ I

Sjm  sin m~dX

The Dim in (13) can be evaluated using certain recursion relations to be found in
Appendix A; the Ci and Si can be evaluated explicitly

CJm  =n I(sin mX -sin mX.)
m j+1

S m = mI (cos mxj - cos mXj+ )
(m * 0) (15)

Consider (12) as a set of collocation equations, similar to those in (7). In order that
these equations (12) be solvable exactly, there must be as many coefficients Anm and Bnm

as there are weighted mean anomalies G,,. (If there are more coefficients than mean
anomaly values, the set of equations (12) form an underdetermined linear system. The
number of coefficients whose values are uniquely determined is still equal to the number
of mean anomaly values; the excess coefficients are essentially arbitrary. In this regard, see
Rudinl 1.) For the 50 X 50 field considered here, the number of mean gravity anomalies is
2592; since the number of coefficients up to degree i is (h + 1)2, it is necessary to have
i = 50. [Since (50 + 1)2 = 2601, nine coefficients will have to be excluded from
determination. For the case of equal area 50 blocks1' 7',89, B-40 because the number of
blocks is 1654.1

5
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The appropriate rule for finding the maximum degree hi of a spherical harmonic
expansion of 0 X 0 mean gravity anomalies can now be expressed. Since the number of
coefficients is (ii + 1)2 and the number of mean anomaly values is 2(ir/0) 2 [because i has
N values and j has 2N values in (12), where N = Ir/OJ, then these two quantities can be

equated to yield the rule

-- 2 V 7/0- 1 (16)

The two sides of (16) are equal only if the right-hand side is an integer; otherwise, i is
the first integer larger than the right-hand side. [In the general case then, not every
coefficient of degree i (for example) can be determined. Also, in the revision, I have

become aware of a recent result 1 2 which states, essentially, - :2wr/0; (16), however, is
the correct result.]

Now, to actually determine the coefficients which allow a set of 0 X 0 mean anomalies
to be reproduced exactly requires that a set of 2(ir/0) 2 linear equations be solved for
2(7r/j) 2 unknown coefficients. In the case of 0 = 50 this ostensibly requires the inversion
of a 2592 X 2592 matrix, which is impractical on even the largest existing computers. It is

possible, however, to construct an algorithm which can circumvent these computational
limitations, 'as long as the constraint of dealing with 0 X 0 quadrangles is replaced by a
more amenable one. Exactly what is involved in constructing such an algorithm will now
be described.

A PRACTICAL ALGORITHM

In the foregoing discussion the lines of latitude and longitude were assigned equal

spacings, 0; here, there will be no assumptions made as to the spacing of the latitudinal
lines, although it will be convenent to keep the longitudinal lines equally spaced. A useful
partitioning can be achieved by dividing the surface of the earth into 2M longitudinal
sectors and (M + 2)/2 latitudinal zones (M is even); the intersection of these sectors and
zones produces M(M + 2) quadrangles. The longitudinal boundaries of these quadrangles are

X = jir/M
(j0=0,, , 2M- 1) (17)

6
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The lines of latitude, though not specifically defined, will be sequentially denoted by 'Pi,
i = 0,1, "" , M/2; Pi+l > pi" [This, along with (17) insures that (13), (15), and hence (12)

are well defined.]

Consider the system of equations given in (12); if the coefficient A-nj is excluded

from determination [for essentially the same reason that b in (7) was), then there are a
total of (ii + 1)2 - 1 = Fi('i +2) unknown coefficients Anm and Bnm in (12). Since the
number of quadrangles (and thus mean anomaly values) under consideration is M(M + 2),
then if R = M, (12) is a set of M(M + 2) linear equations in as many unknowns. Assuming
all the equations are independent, (12) can be practically solved by the following method.
[The equations must be independent in order that the square matrix which transforms the
An m, Bnm into the Gj in (12) posses an inverse. Experience with an essentially identical
system of equations shows that this is indeed possible1 3 .

In (12) the upper limit on the m-summation can be extended from n to i because

Pnm 0 (and hence Dim = 0) if m > n. Using i M, (12) becomes

M M

1] n=O m=0 nm nm m'nBnSm) (18)

This, in turn can be written as

MG = m- (amiCJ +bmSm) (19)G m=0 im m

where

M
am i =  Z D' Anm (20)n=m nm

M
bm = YD B (21)

n=m n nm

The lower limit on the n-summation has been changed by again using the fact that
D' = 0 for n < m. [This particular separation of the latitudinal and longitudinal parts of

nm
an equation like (18) has been utilized previously; e.g., cf. Orszag1 4 .]

Using the relationship Xj+l = i +Vr/M allows (15) to be written as

Q = Ir/M

7
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C = m- sin(mlr/M)cos mX, - [ I - cos(mw/M) sin mxi

sm = m -1 [1 - cos(mir/M)] cos mXj + sin(mir/M)sin mx, (m 4 0) (22)

Placing (22) into (18) gives

a0I M-1 M+
Gi - + I (a'icos.m j +- sin  cosM (23)

2 m-I 2 

where

a,1 = 2aoj1 r/M

a' i = 2 bMi/M

' = m -  sin(mrr/M)ai + [1 - cos(mr/M)]b.ami i 1  ~ + 1

bmIi = m-11[cos(mir/M)- 1]1am i + sin(mw/M)bm ii
(m * 0, M) (24)

The set of equations (23) can be solved, for each value of m and i, by standard
discrete Fourier methods°; the solutions are

2M -I
a' = M : G.. cosmXj=0 '

(m = 0,1, .', M i = 0,1, .-, M/2)

2M-I
bmi' M- 1 Z Gi. sin m

j=0 '

(m = 1,-', M- I = 0,1, ",M/2) (25)

Then, the values of the am i and b., can be obtained by inverting the transformation

(24)

8
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a0i = M aoi/(21r)

bM i M aM i/2

am i - Lotkm) ami - bmiJ

2rMi 1
b m a +cot- b'.i

2 m \2M/ rn'I

(m * 0, M) (26)

The last step is to solve the equations (20) and (21). To do this, (21) will be
re-indexed to read

bM-m,i = 0 D'In,M_mBM-n,M-m (27)

Then, (20) will be alternately added to and subtracted from (27) to produce

m M
M-mi-+mi n=0 M DnM-m M-n,M-m - n = m DnAnm

(m = 0,1,",M- 1 ; i = 0,1,.--,M/2) (28)

Since i has (M + 2)/2 values, (28) is a system of. M + 2 linear equations in M + 2 unknowns
for the values m = 0,1, -, M- 1. Therefore, (28) can be solved exactly to yield the
sought-after M(M+ 2) coefficients Anm and Bnm. (The solution can be achieved by matrix
inversion. Again, it is important to note that the coefficients will be aliased, because the
gravity anomaly field will, in general, have components whose degree lies beyond M.)

Since the practical algorithm described in this section depends on a particular grid of
mean gravity anomalies for its efficacy, such a grid will have to be constructed before any
numerical results are forthcoming. If this new partitioning is to contain approximately the
same information as the standard 50 X 50 grid, then the value of M required is M = 50. In
this case there are 2600 quadrangles with a corresponding set of 2600 mean gravity
anomalies; the average angular dimensions of such quadrangles are 6.92° X 3.6* (latitude by

* .longitude).
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This algorithm will, for M = 50, break the solution of 2600 linear equations in 2600
unknowns into two parts. First, discrete Fourier methods (25) will be used to solve a
system (23) of 26 sets of 100 linear equations in 100 unknowns. Second, matrix inversion
will allow for the solution of a system (28) of 50 sets of 52 linear equations in 52
unknowns. Although this is still a lot of work, the problem has at least become tractable.

An advantage of this method is that it produces a surface harmonic expansion which
exactly reproduces the mean gravity anomaly values. In contrast, methods for determining
coefficients (and hence expansions) by using the orthogonality integrals (2) for surface
harmonics can only yield approximate (non-optimal) solutions; these approximate solutions
will now be discussed.

ALTERNATIVE DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENTS

Although the collocation method just described allows the expansion coefficients to be
determined optimally (to within numerical round-off error, of course) there also exist
alternative methods for determining these coefficients. In particular, the integral (2) can be
utilized; since the anomaly data consists of a definite number of mean values, and since
the formula (2) requires that the anomaly field be known at all, surface points in order
that it yields exact coefficients, it is clear that the use of (2) along with the available data
can gile rise to, in general, only approximate results. Several methods can be devised to
give these approximate coefficients, depending on whether the integral or anomaly field Ag
in (2) is approximated; these methods will now be given for the case of 50 X 50 mean
anomalies. (It must be stressed that the coefficients determined by orthogonal collocation,
though optimal, are also only approximate, in that they are aliased. In the limit ij _+ 0, all
these methods can be expected to converge to the same result.)

DISCRETE METHODS

First, it will be assumed that the mean anomaly value for a particular quadrangle
actually occurs at a specific point within that quadrangle. If this point is arbitrarily chosen
to lie at the angular center of the corresponding (50 X 50) quadrangle, 9 then (2) must be
replaced by a discrete sum such as

A nm  2n+l (n- M)! 36 72 smjcos m

Bnm  41rem (n + m)! i= AgIi  M (sin sin ri Xj

e I in m (29)

10
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Agij mean anomaly value corresponding to quadrangle
containing ( P1, X )

Here, the quadrangle area a and the positions ( pi, X ) are

ai = cos pi  ( w/36)2

Pi = (i- 18.5)w/36 (30)

X = -- - 0.5)w/36

An alternative method for creating a discrete sum is to use the fact that the actual
variables of integration in (2) are sin 'p and X rather than 4p and W; the latter, of course,
arise from the former by differentiation: d(sin 'p)dX = cos 'p dip dX. For this second
discrete method, it will be convenient to assume that the anomalies are located (sampled)
at that point whose coordinates are the mean values of sin 'p and of X in the
corresponding quadrangle. Thus, the summation still has the form (29) and only the
quantities in (30) require a partial redefinition

oi j = (sin 'i 1. I - sin pi)ir/36

sin pi = (sin pi 1,I +sin 'pi)/2 (31)

X. = (j- 1/2)w/36

where the upper and lower latitudinal limits are, respectively, 0i+l = 'pi 1.+/36 and
pi = (i- 18)wn/36.

The first discrete method, using (29) and (30), is commonly referred to as
"approximation by Riemann sum"; while the second discrete method, using (29) and (31),
can be termed "approximation by Riemann-Stieltjes sum".

CONTINUOUS METHODS

In addition to the discrete methods just described, it is also possible to create
approximate "continuous" methods. These latter methods use the given set of mean anomaly
values to construct a (possibly piecewise) continuous approximation to the surface gravity
anomaly field. One example of such an approximation is the "geometrical interpolation"

II



field found in Heiskanen and Moritz;' 5 this construction is a continuous and piecewise
linear approximation of the surface anomaly field. Another example is the field which
results from assigning to each point of a particular quadrangle the mean anomaly value
corresponding to that quadrangle; 7  this field is clearly piecewise-constant (i.e.,
piecewise-continuous) with a finite number of finite discontinuities. The complexity of the
interpolation scheme can obviously he increased to provide many different constructions, all
of which give approximate gravity anomaly values anywhere on the surface of the earth.

Any such continuous approximation obviates the use of the discrete formula (29) and
allows the integral formula (2) to be used directly in computing the expansion coefficients.
Now, although it may appear more elegant to determine coefficients by a continuous rather
than a discrete method, there is really no i priori way of deciding which method is
actually better. Only by assuming that the interpolation scheme of a particular continuous
method correctly describes the behavior of the anomaly field between the "points" at
which the anomaly values are known can a continuous method be declared superior to a
discrete one.

A fundamentally important quality of all (piecewise) continuous methods is that they
assign an anomaly value to every surface point, whereas discrete methods only assign values
to a finite number of points. The "sampling interval" for continuous methods is therefore
zero, since the "original sampled values" are assumed (whether correctly or not is
immaterial) to be known continuously; the corresponding maximum degree is obviously
infinite. This optimal property follows from well known results in the theory of orthogonal
functions; in particular, from the result that the expansion of a bounded,
piecewise-continuous field will always converge "in the square mean" 1 6 as the degree of
the expansion increases toward infinity. ("Square mean" convergence is the continuous analog
of the discrete least squares convergence used in the definition of an optimal expansion.)
To make these concepts more concrete, the specific case of a"piecewise-constant"
continuous method will now be considered.

In the piecewise-constant method of coefficient determination the gravity anomaly field
is represented by a multi-valued step function: the anomaly field at every point in a
quadrangle is defined to be equal to the corresponding mean value for that quadrangle. The
integral formula (2) can therefore be written

Anm 2n+ I (n- rn)! 36 72 D Cm.

Bnm - 4 7rem(n+m)! i- i j D (3

where the D' Cm and Sim are as described in (13) and (14).

In (32), Agij is the mean anomaly value occurring in the quadrangle bounded by the limits

12



i = Pi+ v /36 pi = (i- 18)r/36

1j=l, 36)

I+ 1 = li + r/3 6 , X = (j - 1) w1/3 6
(j = 1,'",72) (33)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Three sets of coefficients were generated from the DMAAC 50 X 50 mean anomaly
values by using the two discrete methods and one piecewise-constant (continuous) method.
In order to determine the optimal degree of the expansions corresponding to the"discrete"
coefficients, and to observe the convergence properties of the expansion corresponding to
the "continuous" coefficients, it was necessary to compute how closely these expansions
reproduced the original mean anomaly values. Exactly how this was done will now be
described.

The "original" gravity anomaly field of the discrete methods consists of a finite number
of mean values, each value being assigned to a specific point in the corresponding
quadrangle. An appropriate manner for determining how closely these discrete expansions
reproduced the original mean values is to compute the weighted root-mean-square (RMS)
difference

Rn 1 2 [AgN (4Pi X)~A] -} (34)i=1l j-1 47r (34

Here, Ag N ( 0p, X-) is the value of the anomaly field recomputed at the point originally

assigned to Agij by using (9) expanded to maximum degree N; the area oij is given in (30)
for the first discrete method and in (31) for the second discrete method.

The quantities RN were determined for the expansions produced by both the first and
second discrete methods for N = 0, 1, ", 81. The numerical results for these two
methods were practically identical with one another; therefore, only the results for the first
method will be presented in graphical form (see Figure 1). The actual values of the RN
for both methods, as well as the maximum difference between the original and recomputed
anomaly values, are given in Tables B-I and B-2 of Appendix B.

In the case of the piecewise-constant method, the "closeness" of the expansion (9)
could be measured by the RMS integral [analogous to the sum (34)]

P13
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R [1r f, X- Ag] 2 Cos d d X 12 (35)

(Here Ag is the "original" anomaly field which was attained by assigning to all points in a
particular quadrangle the mean anomaly value corresponding to that quadrangle.) The result
of applying (35) is a foregone conclusion; however, it is the root of the previously
mentioned "square mean" which always converges as N-*oa.

Although the convergence of (35) is well established, it would still be useful to see
just how well the expansion (9) with the coefficients generated by the piecewise-constant
method does converge. An appropriate way is to first average the results of (9) within each
quadrangle [as is done in (10)]

A.+] i+l

5gNJ AgN ( p, X) cospd dX (36)

i j

Using (9), (13) and (14) gives

I N N
-a m E Dnm (Anm C,+Bnm S ) (37)AgN 'iJ = ij n=0 m-0 n z J

Finally, an RMS difference similar to (34) can be defined

=F36 72 - ci.. 11/2
RN = '1 (= N,ij ) J (38)

Computed values of RN for N = 0, 1,",81 are graphed in Figure 2; the numerical values
of RN and the maximum differences between original and recomputed mean anomalies are
listed i. Table B-3 of Appendix B.
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Since the apparatus for averaging surface harmonic expansions over quadrangles and
comparing these averaged anomalies with the original set of mean anomalies has already
been established [by (10), (37) and (38)], it may be of interest to apply this apparatus to
expansions which use "discrete" coefficients. It might be expected that the effects of terms
of high degree would, more or less, be averaged out, and that the extremely divergent
behavior shown in Figure 1 would be attenuated. That this is indeed the case is shown in
Figure 3; the results graphed there come from using the coefficients generated by the first
discrete method in conjunction with (37) and (38). The results obtained by using the
coefficients generated by the second discrete method are almost identical with those of the
first; the results from both the first and second discrete methods are given in Tables B4
and B-5 of Appendix B.

Although the apparatus of quadrangle averaging (37) and averaged anomaly comparison
(38) provides an appropriate means for studying the convergence of expansions generated
by use of the piecewise-constant method, it is informative to investigate the pointwise
convergence of these same expansions. In general, the convergence of an orthoganal
expansion of a given function at a specific point does not automatically follow from the
fact that the expansion converges to the function "in the square mean" (in fact, there are
functions which converge in the square mean and yet fail to converge at any specific
point 1 5). If the function being expanded, however, is reasonably well behaved, its pointwise
convergence is certainly not precluded; in particular, if S[f] is the Fourier expansion of a
function f then, "If f is of bounded variation, S[f] converges uniformly at every point of
continuity of f,.17 (At points of finite discontinuity f shows "Gibbs' phenomenon", 8 .)
Similarly, if a function continuous on a closed interval is expanded in a series of Legendre
polynomials, the Weierstrass approximation theorem 19 implies that this series of polynomials
converges uniformly to the function; if the function is only piecewise-continuous, Gibbs'
phenomenon again appears at the points of (finite) discontinuity 20 .

In the case of a surface harmonic expansion of a piecewise-constant function, the
Stone-Weierstrass theorem 2 1 implies uniform convergence everywhere except for arbitrarily
small neighborhoods about the points of discontinuity. Expropriating the results concerning
the behavior of Fourier and Legendre series at points of discontinuity, it is reasonable to
assume that series of surface harmonics show analogous behavior at such points. Thus, if
the coefficients generated by the piecewise-constant method are used in (9) to compute
anomaly values at the angular centers (for example) of the quadrangles, it is expected that
the RMS difference (34) will show convergence as N - -. The actual results for this
procedure are shown in Figure 4; the convergence, though not as smooth as in Figure 2,
is indicated (a decreasing sequence of relative maxima may be expected to exist as
N -- -). The numerical values from which Figure 4 is, derived are to be four.d in
Table B-6 of Appendix B.
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CONCLUSIONS

The material presented in this report has included a new method for determining the
surface harmonic expansion coefficients for the terrestrial gravity anomaly field (and hence
the coefficients of the geopotential22 ). This method requires a particular partitioning of the
earth's surface into quadrangles and therefore must have a set of mean anomalies which
correspond to this new partitioning. Since such a set does not presently exist, the
application of this method must await its creation.

In conjunction with this new (collocation) method, alternative methods for coefficient
determination were also discussed. These alternative methods have an advantage over the
collocation method in that they do not depend on a particular partitioning grid on the
earth's surface in order to be practical. Also, they can be expected to produce reasonably
accurate values for coefficients of low degree.

The collocation method, in turn, has an advantage over these alternative methods since
it can produce an expansion which matches the original mean anomalies exactly (in
theory). (This is not to say that the expansion coefficients are exact; this possibility is
generally obviated by aliasing.) The exact nature of a solution by collocation also allows
the maximum degree of an expansion corresponding to a given set of mean gravity
anomalies to be precisely determined, whereas these alternative methods can only provide
rough estimates.
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APPENDIX A

Recursion Relations for Definite Integrals
of Associated Legendre Functions

7



The definite integral of an associated Legendre function

I~i+I

Dm Pnm (sin p)cos(pdp (39)

can be evaluated through the use of recursion relations. Using the well known recursion
relations of the associated Legendre functions themselves 2 3 allows the following recursion
relations for the Dnm t eesl eie

D' 0 = (2n + IlY 1(Ri,~ ,- R

D'm I1 = (mn - WI2mR"~ + (m + In(n +I) -m(ni- 1)J D~i'

D', (n - m + 1)(n +2)) 1(n +m)(n - l)D'ni -31(2n+ O)R",m (40

Here R' p (X)P W sin p 1 
( 1

k,nm 'k nm (41)i

and

Z2
F(y) F(z2 ) - F(z1) (42)

ZI

A-]



For numerical application it is useful to have the following

D-00 = sinp
= Pj

Di l/2sin2 'p i

D'= l/2(sp+sin p )os p) 'i+1

2 si+ I

2o= - 1/2 sin 4Pcos2 P

D!= - cos3 'P

DV22 = sin 0(3- sin 2 'p) I

215 'Pi+

D' 2 = - 4- cOs 4 ' i (43)32I 4
The combination of (40), (41) and (43) is sufficient to generate the D i m to any desired
degree and order.

(In the review process I have become aware of prior sources for these results, both
published and unpublished; for example, see the article by Paul 2 4 .)
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APPENDIX B

Numerical Results



The numerical results presented in the following six tables consist of values of the
three quantitities N, RN, and MN, where

N: degree of the expansion

RN: RMS difference between original anomalies and
anomalies recomputed by using an expansion of
degree N

MN: Maximum difference between original anomalies and
anomalies recomputed by using an expansion of
degree N.
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Table B-1. Numerical Results Generated by Using First Discrete Method With RN From (15).

9 *1626EF 2 .391 DEI-2 23 .&012S#1l .3674E&92 55 .711 Ef 01 .4*1E*(P

1 .1626E&22 .8910E+82 29 .S5ZE#O1 .3696E#02 56 .77OE*01 .4363E02

.C100EtO2 .9114E+02 30 .$682z_.01 .3809EG02 57 . ZO E*01 .56b#02

3 .I ITSE+02 .8798E*92 31 . 5495E+01 *3b23E+$z 58 .brf.IE+0 .,138E*02

t .14 05E7 f02 .5022E02 32 .3o90E+01 .3541.E+02 59 .9.I$E+ 91 .,11JE+02

5 .i33oE.O2 .831?E*82 35 .505Et01 .334SE+02 60 . 100#E#0? .oUliE*2

6 .L243E+42 .80511E682 3' .*744E*01 .3176E+12 61 .1175E02 .b03.E#02

? . t15S- 2 .7152E*02 35 •.91E+01 .3011F02 6i .115 E 02 .o18EO2

a . 1119E,02 7•62E*92 36 .4207E+01 .?7$$Es0 63 . L?31E# .2 *70?qEfo,

9 .1065E* 02 .661SE092 37 . I3456E f 01 .2585E&02 6. 1 314E* 02 .1500E#02

10 .1019E02 .b58SEtO2 3b .3826E+ 01 .2685E*02 65 . *1.1 +02 . 3.7E* C2

LL .C).5E- 01 ., 999E412 39 .3724E+01 .248LF#12 66 .1 542-c + 02 .9092E 2

12 .9526E-* 01 bo395E+92 4,0 .37b3E01 .'540E#02 67 . lo6-E 02 .. 97EG0?

3 .9154E* 01 .6251E*02 4L .IT93E*01 .2 -#3E*92 65 . 5 8E0 .11 ;,t03

14 . 8902Et01 .5blE02 462 .33b4E#01 .2513E.02 b9 . 2107E+ Ge .124ZF03

15 .9540E# 01 .i662E 12 410 .4O'.6E + 01 .2537E*02 To .227O* 02 .142 SFO3

1 .S2 I2EtU .5?7?E*02 4# .416SE, 01 .??ISEtU2 71 .?433E0 .0 .1551EI03

IT . 7956Ef 01 .5233E+12 45 . lt330 E 01 .2516E&02 72 . VOTE 02 .1!:1 '.r*3

15 .78Z0-01 . 4 8'TE&OZ 46 .4I.88Et .253?Es02 73 .308.E I? .1?95Ef03

19 . 7o31E# 0L . TToE.IZ 4? . S05E.01 .2633E#02 '4 .332ZE G? . I 3FE03

20 . 7 4 69E+ 01 .4734E#02 148 .5316E# 01 .2846E*62 75 .,159rf all .'O8E.S3

21 .7507E+U1 .'.734E*12 t3 . 524.0E 01 .3093E+92 76 .3q2a .0' .21.E.(13

22 .7062E+I1 . 4239itE.2 59 .550E.61 .S395E492 7? . 4104E#01 .2?7 EO 3

23 . 66b9E#1 .3964E92 5 . 5 ?12E# 01 .372bF2Z 73 • 42bbEO? .309FE03

24 .6681E*I1 .378yE4 62 52 .6 056E. 01 .3869Ee02 79 .4'.22E*O? .24:?E*f3

25 .506Ef 01 .357?E*02 55 o 539gE. 01 .4183E+32 80 . 4559F2 *2 .24rE+93

26 .6586E#01 .3$46E*02 54 .669E#Oi .. 051E4O? 81 .4o7OE#OZ .Z511FOS

2? *6211E& 01 .3364E+32
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Table B-2. Numerical Results Generate by Using Second Discrete Method With R. From(15).

* 16 26L+ 02 *S9L OEfS2 26 *61U2E*O1 03676L+12 55 *7151E*S. *'347E+02

I e 1626E+02 .891 GLtI2 29 *9853E401 @3703E+02 56 .7673E.11 *4.562E.02

2 *1600QE+62 *91L4E+ 02 30 * 5684E+0L *3811E402 57 ea16YE+81 o4571E* 02

.1 *1475L+02 .8799E+02 31 #5495E*01 .3613E+02 58 08746E+91 .*673"+ 12

4 * 1405L+02 *8021E+82 32 .5299E+01 *35'.UE*62 59 .9438E*01 e !127E+62

5 o*I33?a* 02 a8316L+ 02 33 . 5511401 933451*Q2 66 .IIOIE+02 *5610L+02

6 .1243E+42 a05bL+02 S4 * 41 745E+01 * 3170E+02 61 e.1068E+02 e6Vl3E+D2

7 .11 54E.42 *7181L+402 35 *e.489E+4 *30181402 62. L147E*02 e6193E4

8 e It 9E* 02 *7359E+02 36 * .202L* 01 *2733&42 bA *1221E*02 .7072E*02

9 *1065E41z *6b2bE14(2 5T .3951E+01 *2563F-.02 64 e 1304E(402 *7475E*32

10 .1019i.+02 *6591E+82 38 .3818E+01 *264&E+02 b5 *1410E462 &8390E+02

11 *9744E+31 .5994E+02 39 e37111401 *2452E+02 66 .1535E*02 .9062L+02

12 . 9526E #01 *6389E*12 4.0 *3?50E*01 *24S7L.12 67 e16S4E+J2 &9962E+02

L3 .91iSE* 01 *6249E1.D2 41 *377?E+01 .2407E+02 b8 01846E*82 *IL47L453

1*. 0 6903L+01 .5673E+02 42 .3649E401 *2462E+02 69 e218E812 .1285E+03

15 *6544E+01 .5663E+02 43 *4834E481 .2496E+02 70 *2249E+02 *14Z3E*403

L6 .8214L+01 o527 2 iL*82  44 * 4174E*I1 .25391.62 71 .2474E+02 *1577E*03

17 07985i-+C1 .5230E.C2 45 4'317k.*31 .25111402 72 e*2b854+02 91609E483

Is *78Z1t+01 .4882E182 46 *447814+01 .25211+62 Ts 931a.71.12 .1791E+i3

19 *1631E+01 *4778E412 47 0i.790E+01 .26071412 74 *3285E+02 .1941(405

20 *74761.01 *4735E+02 48 .51121411 *2844E402 75 e3b38E+02 *2053E+83

21 *73IaE.11 .4700C.12 49 *9225E+G1 *3082E+02 76 .3912E+02 .21?2E.13

22 * ?063E*01 .4235t+02 so *5481E*01 *3379E412 77 .4091E*82 .22771.03

23 96870E.401 *39b1E482 51 e569'.EI *3726E*02 To .4296E+02 .2307E.13

24 *6bb11.01 o3lasE+02 52 .6138(411 *3883E*62 79 *44e14E*2 .2454E+03

25 *E59 7 E+4 .3571E402 53 *636SE401 *4193(402 8o 94590E+82 .24S6E 03

26 0*387(411 &344bL.82 54 06672L+81 efoOS11+82 81 e*60E412 .2576(413

27 *6211E#11 o3380(432
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Table B-3. Numerical Results Generated by Using Piecewiseonstant Method With RN From (19).

I 1626E*02 .1910(*42 28 062ZSL*81 *3?76E*82 55 .2761E+81 *25'.3Lj92

I bbE .1 96 2 *8910E+22 29 .blO0&*01 *38GIE+42 56 .2b9iLaIi .2tA4E':J 2

2 . lb8DL*IZ 0 113E4 02 so * 5964E* 01 *346E.92 57 0 2622E+ a I * 2 499c +Q2

3 9 1475E+ 02 eSSO0EtO2 31 .5S17k+U1 *£?57t~0Z 58 .2571E+0l1 . 2490r + a2

4 e 14.USE.02 o 603ZE +62 32 956b7E*01 *37I2E*42 59 *2514t..i *. 2 r-#A2

5 a 1337E+02 06322E+02 is3 .54971L+ 01 a.358E +02 60 .2472E+01 b2d423--+ 02

6 *1243E.82 98869E+02 34 9 5265E.+O1 a JQ5902 161 o2426E+Oi *2'.38L64Z

7 *1154E+02 *722LE4I2 35 0 51 WE* 41 *3417Ei02 62 023bZL+BI1 *2 41oE +02

a *1119E1.f2 *7389E+02 36 949L2E+81 .3270Et02 b3 *.23.3E+01 0 Z.dEle

9 10 Wi5 912 bb Bb-- + 2 J7 . 47 08r- 01 .3L20L*2 64'. 2311E.U 0 *.23 96 ..aU2

10 *1019E+iJ2 E65TE * %2 ig *45.ISE.O± * 3063E + 42 65 .2282E+13t *2.O'.L+0J2

It 99752E+01 *b1IOE*O2 39 .4355E*OL * 2876E +0 2 66 .2Z5.t.*jI * 23 74r. + 4

12 *9535E+Jl *647 4E +Co2 4.0 .4.Z34E.0 a*Z980L + a 67 9Z215t+GI 02372L+82

is *916&E+01 e*(6346E +0 Z 'd1 .4107E41 .2777Ei.D2 66 .. 2192L+91 .2379L+02

14 *89ZUL+81 0563JFA+Qz '.2 03959h+81 *2b6J9L+82 b9 92166E+81 &Z 3 48L+ 2

15 @ MiO + 01 05824L+02 43 #3834E+01 92564E+32 10 e2145E+01 oZJIbL+a2

16 o8244E+01 * 5493L+,92 48# 9371GE*81 o2502L.12 7L Z2124E+01 9 2296F+22

17 *812'.ji11 .5456E+02 45 *36ai9E~vI *2529E+32 72 * Z100L.+1 OI 225oE*U2

Is e7a65E*81 e5171IE*9 46 1113542L+ 01 02465E.+82 73 * 20 84E+ 11 9 2229E +4

19 *?b84E*G1 @5I60E+I2 47 o3412E*01 *24.41E402 74 .2066E+Ot *21'9:-+0

20 *7531E481 e 5853L+.02 '.8 03330E*B1 *2415E+82 75 *205,dE+01 *256E.02

21 0738LE+01 * 5029E+ 02 '.9 *3235E+01 *Zd.85L+02 ?b .2037E+01 92125E.02

22 *7I5£E.+01 e4680---+ 2 54 o31371..it *25'.3E+82 77 *2022E+0. %2liJ5EtB2

23 *b976E+01 o44.9itIZ 51 *3853L+I1 *Z609L*12 78 *2097E+0& .2086ktCZ

24 *E65E+OL e 4J48E§-82 52 *2955E+01 *2553E+02 79 *1'd9d.E+O *9046c+02

2S obb49E+UI *d.II9E#I2 53 *2875E*81 o*2SL6E# 12 60 O1961E.+.j1 .286.L2

26 *6544.E*11 *JS78E*I2 54 42816E+01 .2 i.88L.*IZ @I *1969E+01 .2014.E+82

27 .63 91.E%%1 *3?38E*12
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Table B4. Numerical Results Generated by Using First Discrete Method With RN From (19).

1 *626E+ 02 .891@E*1 26 . 6iTSE+ ft .3725E+82 55 .2273E+ 1 .276@E12

1 .l26E. 02 .8910E.82 29 .5928E+ 01 .374TE*O2 56 .2279E+ 1 .2699F+02

. CDOOE* 02 .9113E+42 31 .STIEw 01 .5837E+1 ST .2271EU1 .2689E#92

3 . 1 75E. 02 .899E#0Z 31 .5592E+ 01 .3690EI? B .322Et01 .2691.E02

I4 .1405E+ 02 .802TE012 32 . 54O7E*01 .3623E.02 59 .2394E* 01 ..23 79E&82

5 .133?Et OZ .3320Et02 33 .51 95E# 01 34 76E402 o3 . 2459E# 01 .2494E*12

6 .1 243E+ 2 .8063E*02 3'. 4 a.24E, 01 . 3347EI2 61 .?4.6E# 01 .2684E&82

S.I 154E 02 .7201E12 35 . 4702E+It .3232E+92 62 .2565E+ 01 .2589E02

8 . 1119E* 07 .7315E*02 3b •.431E01 .3026EF02 65 . 2 6b3E+ I1 *2'.44SE#O

9 .1065E* 02 o652E&02 57 .4157EG01 o28 64 0. ?64 *T'.SE. 01 .2580E+1

10 .1019E+U2 .2 au2E*02 36 .3936E#01 • 2726E+12 65 . 2813E# 01 .2750EtIZ

11 . V '6E& 01 .6057E402 39 .370BE+01 .2439E&02 b .2 90E111 .2534E*02

12 .952 9E01 .6435E*02 40 .3573E+11 .2496E*02 0T .3019EU1 . 2643E+02

13 .9159E# 01 .6297E1? 41 . 342.E1.6i .392Et02 b . 3116EO 01 .3080E+02

It .90 9#Et01 .5752E+02 42 .3245E&01 .2430E*22 b9 .3239E* 01 .u*t2E+§ 2

15 *555iE+01 .5742E*02 43 .3124--#01 .2452E+02 70 .3297E*01 .4?55V.82

!5 .9Z22F* 01 .53948' 2 44 .29e9E01 .2557E.SZ 71 •3?91E.11 .3197EG02

IT . 7T 39E+ 01 •53',5E*0Z 15 . ?680E+ I1 .2506E02 72 .3336Ef01 .3011Et22

Is . 7%34E. 01 .503 2E&DZ 4b .2823E.01 .2',99Et0Z 73 3 364Ei. 01 .3526E*02

19 .7147E# 01 .43;26E#82 4T . 2r13E£ 0 .2464E+02 74 .3379E+ 01 .3361E#I?

23 •T.S -,81 .6.894E*02 49 -6'.5E# I .2415E+02 75 .3370E*01 .2525E+02

2L . F33OBE.Ut .486YE&92 8.9 . ?557E*01 .2543E*U2 76 .354.4Ef 01 .2826E&02

Z .? 090E+ 01 .465E+U2 50 -' 6bTEI1 .2?17E*D? TY .3530EI81 .22 74E+12

23 .6981E#11 .4230E*92 51 . 2383E+ 01 .2869EU0 2 7S .33?.o[t E1 o2321E*02

2 . .7T1SE* 01 .O83E*O2 5? . Z3OIE& 01 .274OE#12 79 .3506E. 01 2 2 7 ?E+ 12

25 .65,9E# It .567OE+82 53 • .2 6S 01 .26UE.12 00 .3291E'11 .2322E*IZ

2s .6432E*81 .3632E+02 54 *22'.2E*01 5 264E I82 I .32?2E* 01 .2? 79E#02

2 • 6.b4E* 01 3 49 9.02
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Table 6-5. Numerical Results Generated by Using Second Discrete Method With RN From (19).

0 *1626E+ 02 .6910E+02 28 *60?SE+ 01 .3733E+02 55 *22bSE*C (I 27?$E+02

I *162CE* C? 8910E+02 29 .5926E* 01 .376CE402 56 *227 2E+ El .2723E+02

2 .160CE+ C2 *g1l4E+02 30 05TTIE+0 *t38'7c02 S7 *22b3E+ C1 ZESSE+02

3 .1'.SE+ 02 .eSg---02 31 .5592E+ Ot *3ES3E+02 58 .231 0E+ 01 *270?:+92

r4 *±43SE +02 .6027E+32 32 .5'.0?f C1I .3E33E+G2 59 .2355E+ 11 .23S3E*02

5 *133?E* C2 *831BE +02 33 .5195E+ Ci .3486E-+02 60 .2429E4 CI .2SM +0*2

6 .1243E+ C2 .8062E:+02 3'. o49Z3.4Ci .3354 -*02 61 .2d.7SE+ (I Z( S7E+02

7 .1i154E+f:! .72 0±E+02 35 .470IE+ C1 *32'.6E+12 62 .2564E+ Ci .2598E+02

8 *119E+02 .?37E;-+02 36 .44.29fE+Ct *30!9E*92 63 .2664.E+Ci .74.62E4032

9 .1065E+C2 .6E5SE*02 3? .415EE+Ci *2e12E*02 64. .2739E+01 .Zre TE4+JZ

to .1DISE+C2 *6E26 -+02 36 .393'.E.Ci .2740z-+02 65 .2807EG01 .2759E+02

It .974.E.1 .6C',2z*32 39 .370DE01 .24.53E+32 66 a 680) E+C .2S"2E402

Iz 09FZ, E* at *E429t+32 40 .3571E+Ci .24.92E+02 6? *3011E+Ci *2E SL4O 2

13 .9±5SE~ft .6295E#02 4±1 .3421E+C1 .23f2E.02 68 *310BE+ 01 .30WE+02

14 SS S0E* Ct *5754E*32 42 .32'.2E.C1 *23S6E+02 69 .3221E+01 .#I?IE +,2

15 *8551E*Ci *57'.'.cO2 43 .3121E4Cl o2438E.D2 70 *3ZB0E+ CI e 42 IL+32

16 *6222E*0± .53?fE-00Z 44'.*298?E+el *24 e&.02 71 .3Z70EG 01 .2941E+2

1? *7937E*C1. *534
6 t4G

2  4.5 .287?E*01 .2505E+32 72 *3312E*C1 .27?ZE402

Is .7S635E+ CI *50!2E*02 46 .2620E.Ci 92498E+02 73 .3357E+ CI .3702E+0 2

19 .76'7E+ Ci *.932E+82 47 .2?±OE+ C1 .2'.77E*O2 74. .3375E+ CI .3f73it+02

20 .743aF+01 .41 00E+fl2 48 .26'.1E.1 ~24s32E402 75 .3362E4CI .2552E+02

21 .7 33 CE + C *46EE92 149 .2552E*CI *25 74E 02 76 .333'.E+Cl .2E77E+02

22 0ToqOE*GI *4.'.?E+32 so .2462E+ CI .27'.TE.02 77 .331eE+cI .2377E+02

23 .6901E+01 *d233E+02 51 .23?7E.0± .26M*E02 76 .3315E+ C1 .2317;-+0

24 .6717E*Ct *4OS4E+2 52 .229EE+01 .2766EI#02 79 .3296F+Ci .2273E+02

25 .654eE+01 .37?E402 53 .2252E*01 .2630E+02 so .3281E4C± .2317E+02

26 *6432E+0± .3637L+02 54. .2238E+0l1 .25eSE*02 at .3263E+01 *2Z?6E*02

27 *626'.E+01 *!506E#02
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Table B-6. Numerical Results Generated by Using Piecewise-Constant Method With RN From (15).

0 .1626E*C2 .691 CE 02 2e .6076Et .3?26E*02 55 *2207E~tl .273@E*82

I . 1626E4C12 .9910E+12 29 . 5925E+ t1 .3756E*02 56 .22156401 .2676E*02

2 . 1600CE *02 .9111.6402 30 .5767E 4C I .381 CE 02 57 * 2214.E# I .2659E.02

3 .*1'.7E* f2 .87S9602 31 .55936401 . 37 016E+02 5o .2257E4(1 .2694E+.02

5. .la.05E*02 .8026E*02 32 .51.OOE.[1 .3632E*02 59 . 231 3E4 *(I .2532E+02

5 .1338E402 .a8319E +02 33 .5S1936.6El .34 ( OEi02 60 .2355E4(1 .250@E#02

6 . 121.3E.62 .8064.E402 35. *. 920E+01 .3365.E402 61 .21.15ECt .2739E402

7 .1151.6402 .7202E+02 35 .4695E#61 .321.6E*02 62 .2'.7tE#01 .2752E+02

a .11196462 .73756402 36 *.421E+11 .304EE*0? 63 .251.7E+C1 .2fE7E#02

9 .10654(2 .6653E*02 37 .41ia8Es01 .2e2d.E*02 64. .2625E#C1 .2653E+02

t0 .1019E402 .6623E*02 38 .39276.01 .274E6.0? 65 .27C1E+ (.1 .2EeSE402

11 .97'.7E*C1 E6054E+02 39 . 3701E4 C1 .24716402 66 .27954C1 .26106.0?2

12 *9529fe01 .65.35E+02 4.0 .35636.61 .25C'.E#02 67 .28866.61 .2Sf26.02

13 .915SE*(1 .63016402 41 .35.116.01 .25.196.02 6e .2963E461 .26E36.02

14. .69066401 .5756402 4.2 .32356.61 .21.606.02 65 *3035E+ CI .2E1.SE.6?

15 .85'.6E*C1 .575.7E+02 '.3 *3113E#01 .24.72E+02 70 .3089E+ CI .254.6E+02

16 .42206461 .53e86.02 a14 .29756.61 .2'.c2E+02 71 .3150E+01 .2512E+C2

17 .799564(1 .531.96.02 4.5 *26706401 .2516E+02 72 .32116.61 .24336402

to .78316+61 .5034.E+02 1.6 .2610E461 *2512E402 73 .32'.6E#11 .24.17E402

19 .76'.SE.C1 .d.933E.02 4T7 .268964(1 .2579E+02 74. .3264FE.11 .2382E.02

20 .7485E#01 .4.904E402 868 .26216.61 .25(3E+02 75 . 32 77601a .?303E*02

21 .7326E.61 .1.6776402 4.9 .2532E.01 .26156402 76 .3273E#C1 .22966.02

22 *70S66401 .44'74E+402 so .24.38E+01 .26126.02 77 .3273E#01 .2257E.02

23 .6699E+01 .5.2386402 51 .2361.6401 .27906.02 To .327'.E.61 *23 01E *0 2

2'. .6715E+01 A5OSIE402 52 .228CE.61 .272S6402 79 *326'.6.01 .2292E+02

25 bS4'?E.tl .3669E*02 53 .2227E+01 .26E76,12 S0 .326 2E .6f .2322E.02

26 .65.326.01 .3e4E*D642 51. .2201E481 .26e06+02 @1 .32456#01 .22926.02

27 .62646401 .3503E#02
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